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Your free articles You have read one of your four free articles for this month. You can read four articles for free per month. To get full access to thousands of philosophical articles on this site, please Jumpers, Tom Stoppard's 1972 comedy, opened on 25 May 2016. To the extent I am, but a neophyte in philosophy, I played it safe by taking a living philosopher with me. At the very beginning, Dr. Timothy
Madigan and I started laughing at different parts of the dialogue. Not surprisingly, for I was the only one who laughed when he tried to explain to me the view of epistemologist William K. Clifford, about whom he has written a lot about, that what is ontogenetically congenetically congenetically congenetically taught. I was able to find that clumsy gymnasts who formed a human pyramid early in the drama
were logical-positivist philosophers: jumpers. I was taken back, but when a secretary (Eliza Lumley) during a noisy party did a striptease on a bend, and an unidentified handshot McFee, one of the gymnasts who was a professor of logic, and apparently a lover of George's wife, Dorothy (the Australian actress Essie Davis, makes a dazzling Broadway debut). I didn't expect this to be a murder mystery, and
even at the end it seemed that no one knew for sure who the killer was. Within minutes, however, I realized that Stoppard had written a farce, one filled with puns, parodies and paradoxes. The secretary's boss, George Moore, professor of moral philosophy (played beautifully by The English actor Simon Russell Beale), started by preparing notes for a debate in which he would argue for God's existence, his
proposed opponent is McFee, a professor of logic and a skeptical. George's much younger wife, Dorothy, seems to have a mental breakdown as she lies incredibly naked, calling her husband the last of the metaphysical egotists - her lines, I logically posited, were verifiably smooth from my vantage point - as the corpse of the dead logic professor lies on her undressed lap. George discusses relativism with
Archie Jumper (a smooth and glib Nicky Henson), the radical liberal vice-chancellor who seems to be cuckolding George's wife under the pretext of giving her therapy. And at Dorothy's noisy party, two British astronauts appear on TV inhumanely fighting to get the only place on a space capsule that had crashed. Meanwhile, George bravely tries to dictate his lecture, jumping from an idea to questioning
what he has just stated as facts, not knowing about the murder and talking to his secretary, who does not say a word through. Something to my annoyance, Tim with little effort seemed to be understanding everything. But appearances can be deceiving, as all philosophers know. To investigate McFee's murder came an interesting inept police inspector named Bones. McFee? But he was the one that
George should have debated. All the words George practiced were for a debate with a man who is now dead. Bones is shown to be the entrance of Dorothy, to the point that he is somehow willing to take the blame for the murder, and Act 1 ends with the jumpers removing McFee's corpse in a large plastic bag. Poor McFee, having been tormented by seeing astronauts fighting on the moon, was said to
have turned to altruism, but now would not be able to enter a monastery. In one memorable scene, George uses his pet hare and turtle to disprove Zeno's paradox, after which he practices shooting an arrow with his bow against a dart board. He suspects that his secretary may have been involved in the murder, and he notices blood dripping across the dart board. To his dismay, there is blood from the hare
that he had accidentally shot. Worse, as he gets off a ladder foot lands heavily on his pet turtle. Crunch! The crowd roars with laughter! Ah, but what does it all mean! At halftime, I didn't dare ask Tim questions about the play's eccentric couple: the wife who couldn't remember the words of songs that had once made her a famous musical comedy star and the man who couldn't come up with satisfying
clinchers to explain hisistic views. Fortunately, Dr Madigan was less interested in discussing plots than in making a pragmatic move to rush out and find libations at the nearest bar. Act 2, and now in a dream Archie gives his speech, astronauts discuss the selfish nature of mankind, the Archbishop of Canterbury speaks, but is shot because of his testimony, Dorothy sing about philosophical relativism,
George opines that relativists are truly intuitionists, and Archie expresses his cynicism about the great events that have occurred. Methinks this is a veritable farce, one in which the vast universe acts as theater. Wasn't hegel believing that all major events reappeared, with Marx adding that the first time they reappeared as tragedy, the second as farce? But of course: Tom Stoppard! Curtain. Loud applause.
Standing ovation! Exit, the audience unconvinced as to whether God really does or does not exist, sad that the turtle got squished but pleased with the parody of British detective dramas. You should know, Tim said when we left - guessing, because I seemed to be cogitating, that I probably hadn't got the full meaning of the play, if so possible - that there was another George Moore: George E. Moore (1873-
1958). Yes, I replied, mischievous. G.E. had written me on August 5, 1954, Tim, before you were born. I explained that I had written him to confirm that he was an atheist. He had once written that he was an infidel, but considered himself a Protestant because of Irish politics, that along with his blasphemy about Jesus he expressed his disgust for the Roman Church. I wondered if his had once written: I do
not deny that God exists. My arguments will only encourage that there is no reason to believe that he does: they will not encourage that there's reason to believe he doesn't. I don't think he exists, but I also don't think he doesn't exist. So I had asked G.E. Moore in a letter: Are you maybe (a) a theistic humanist [Jacques Maritain knew what true humanism was]; (b) an atheist humanist [5' 4 Jean-Paul Sartre
espoused a humanist existentialism]; (c) a communist humanist [Karl Marx, according to Raya Dunayevskaya, was a naturalist who had first called his view 'a new humanism' and Fidel Castro had declared: Freedom without terror — that is, humanism]; or (d) a naturalistic humanist [Corliss Lamont and his supporters of the American Humanist Association, or something like that]? And George Moore's
namesake had responded, as cited in my handbook on humanism, Who's Who in Hell (Barricade Books, 2000, 1268 pages, $125.), I'm sorry to say that none of the four titles you mention seem to me suitable to cover my philosophical position. I would say that my position cannot be called a humanism at all, since I consider philosophy not to deal especially with humanity at all, but with the whole universe.
So does the Stoppard play still hold up thirty-two years after its origins? I found that, yes, he convinced me that philosophy must not sink into being just a gymnastics game that verbally acrobatic Archie Jumper types play with a dictionary. As for whether Stoppard meant any connection between his George Moore and the real George E. Moore, I remain agnostic. © Warren Allen Smith 2005 Warren Allen
Smith is the New York City author of Celebrities in Hell (Barricade 2002). September 07, 2018 Riley Haas considered it really liked what My favorite philosopher, Hannah Arendt, believed that space exploration, especially manned space exploration, created a new paradigm for humans. For the first time in history, humans could physically see what astronomy and mathematics had only proved before,
namely that we were only animals on a small planet in a small corner of the universe. This sustained almost everything humans believed in their existence, in a way that the theory alone could not. Stoppard seems to have a similar reaction to my favorite philosopher, Hannah Arendt, believed that space exploration, especially manned space exploration, created a new paradigm for humans. For the first time
in history, humans could physically see what astronomy and mathematics had only proved before, namely that we were only animals on a small planet in a small corner of the universe. This sustained almost everything humans believed in their existence, in a way that the theory alone could not. Stoppard seems to have a similar reaction to the moon landing. He has written an entirely hysterical satire of
modern philosophy that poses as a murder ouster. I love plays like this, which combine intellectual discussions with absurd situations - mirroring the absurdity of some of these discussions - and a nice dramatic convention, in this case a murder mystery, which is often maddeningly in attitude to the absurdities of modern philosophy in this piece reminds me of a small quip about the obsession with social
construction in post modern philosophy. Unfortunately the name of the person who wrote it is escaping me right now because I haven't thought about it for a while, but basically he said What happens when you get shot by a socially constructed bullet? You're still dying. Stoppard seems to share a similar exasperation in his readings of some of the more absurd claims of knowledge - or lack therey - and I
share Stoppard's concerns about ideas that are taken to their logical conclusion. I don't necessarily quite agree with Stoppard, I think, about it all, and I feel that his satire is of the most extreme positions, that is, the positions that are most easily mocked. But I still laughed out loud and thoroughly enjoyed the thought-provoking discussions. I need to seek out more plays. I also have to see this if it's ever
performed in Toronto. ... More... More
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